
Heavy Duty Serrated Edge Scissors
Serrated, angled shears are ideal for cutting Clean Cut, Flexo Stainless, and other sleeving types. 
Comfortable, high impact  grips and stainless steel blades ensure years of use.
Heavy Duty Serrated Edge Scissors - SHR0.00SV 

Premium Flexo Aramid Shears
The properties that make Flexo Aramid so tough in use also make the material a challenge to cut to length. 
These special shears make short work of trimming Flexo Aramid sleeving to the proper length.
Premium Flexo Aramid Shears - KVS0.00SV

Economy Flexo Aramid Shears
For non-production volumes, these lightweight economical shears easily cut through aramid materials.  
Handle color may vary.
Economy Flexo Aramid Shears - SHR0228-AS

Measure the sleeving to length. Keep 
the sleeving relaxed and don’t pull it 
as you measure. The most accurate 
method is to measure the sleeving on 
the actual application. There will be 
some foreshortening of the sleeving 
as it expands over large bundles or 
connectors. Mark the cut line with a 
pen or marker.

When the knife is hot, slide the sleev-
ing over the cutting blade. Practice 
on a piece of scrap to get a feel for 
the procedure. Always cut in a well 
ventilated area and avoid inhaling 
the fumes. Both the blade and the cut 
ends will be HOT. Be careful.

While the ends are still hot, use an 
inverted funnel (needle nose pliers or 
scissors also work well) to form the 
end into a soft flare. This will allow 
the sleeving to easily slide over your 
application and accommodate plugs 
or connectors without binding.

To install the sleeving over your appli-
cation, just push the flared end over 
the ends of the wires and “walk” the 
sleeve down the length of the bundle 
from behind. Once the sleeving is in 
place, just run your hand over the 
applied sleeving to smooth it out.

Replacement Knife Blade - RBB3.00SV

8” Tuff-Cut Tubing Shears
Heavy duty, serrated  stainless steel blade, red handles with custom Techflex logo. Adjustable switch allows 
different jaw opening for easy cut, snip and clip. 
Techflex Tuff-Cut Tubing Shears - SHR-REDHD

Heavy Duty Bench Mount Hot Knife
Extra large, extra strong and extra heavy duty bench mount 1,000 watt hot knife features a 7" blade that 
heats to 1,500°F/815°C for quickly cutting through even the heaviest and largest sleeving quickly and 
cleanly. Lighted on-off rocker switch. Replaceable blades. 110 volt operation.
Heavy Duty Bench Mount Hot Knife - HKB3.00BL
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